Intronic RNA: Ad'junk' mediator of post-transcriptional gene regulation.
RNA splicing, the process through which intervening segments of noncoding RNA (introns) are excised from pre-mRNAs to allow for the formation of a mature mRNA product, has long been appreciated for its capacity to add complexity to eukaryotic proteomes. However, evidence suggests that the utility of this process extends beyond protein output and provides cells with a dynamic tool for gene regulation. In this review, we aim to highlight the role that intronic RNA plays in mediating specific splicing outcomes in pre-mRNA processing, as well as explore an emerging class of stable intronic sequences that have been observed to act in gene expression control. Building from underlying flexibility in both sequence and structure, intronic RNA provides mechanisms for post-transcriptional gene regulation that are amenable to the tissue and condition specific needs of eukaryotic cells. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: RNA structure and splicing regulation edited by Francisco Baralle, Ravindra Singh and Stefan Stamm.